Abstract-Typical wireless mesh networks (WMNs) represent a hybrid solution between infrastructure networks and ad-hoc meshing, and are often regarded as a low-cost alternative technology for last-mile broadband Internet access. In the WMNs each node potentially acts as a relay, forwarding traffic generated by other nodes. However, the theoretical framework that determines the performance of WMN is still illegible. Derived from the existing results, this paper investigates the capacity bottlenecks on WMNs and then provides mathematical models for the cumulative capacity with the user sending probability and the number of forward nodes that correspond to the payload, the density of nodes and the number of nodes. The models are the very accurate and reliable in predicting the scalability and the cumulative throughput capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Typical Wireless Mesh networks (WMNs) build upon two types of mesh node: Mesh Routers and Mesh Clients. Mesh clients form ad hoc sub-networks. Mesh routers form the mesh backbone for the mesh clients. Each node in WMN potentially acts as a relay, forwarding traffic generated by other nodes. This architecture represents a combination between infrastructure networking and ad hoc meshing. This brings many advantages to WMN, such as low up-front cost, easy network maintenance, robustness, reliable service coverage, etc. WMNs are regarded as an alternative technology for last-mile broadband Internet access, as in fig 1. To be compatible and interoperable with existing networks, industrial standards groups are actively working on new specifications for WMN, e.g. IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15, and IEEE 802. 16 .While WMN can be built upon existing technologies, field trials and experiments prove that the performance of the existing WMNs is still far below expectations. Due to lack of any centralized controls, time varying network topology and possible node mobility, there still remain many open research problems. Among them, one of the most important and urgent ones is the scalability that correspond with the capacity [1] .
In the general framework of wireless networks, the existing literatures mainly focus on the theoretical analytical solution corresponding to the size of networks. For arbitrary unicasting traffics, the per-node capacity is O(1/ n ) [2] [3] [4] . For broadcast traffics or equivalent backhaul traffics, the per-node capacity is O(1/n) [5] [6] . But these literatures overlooked the routing algorithms and MAC protocol attaching to wireless channels that are associated with "hidden" terminals and "exposed" terminals problems. Although the existence of a scalefree model allowing short path point-to-point connections have been proved on the basis of percolation theory [7] . But the relation between capacity and scalability in the multi-hop fashion wireless networks is still illegible.
In this paper, we aim at providing a mathematical expression for the cumulative capacity of WMN with scalability and deduce the capacity model based on the successful sending probability and the connectivity probability, with the user sending probability and the umber of forward nodes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections II overviews the related works, investigates the nature bottlenecks and challenges on WMN; Section III introduces the capacity model with some feasible system models; Section IV investigates the tradeoff between capacity and scalability based on section II and III. Section V gives the simulation results. Section VI gives the concluding remarks and future works. II. RELATED WORKS It is in [8] that begin to bound the successful throughput on collision-free transmissions where the channels are shared that do lead to problems associated with "hidden" terminals and "exposed" terminals. Reference [9] [10] use a series of handshake signals to resolve these problems to a certain extent. This has been standardized in the IEEE 802.11 protocol. In [11] , on the basis of percolation theory, it proved that the existence of a scale-free model allowing short path point-to-point connections. In [2] , the capacity of multi-hop fashion wireless networks is defined as per-node throughput as below: [5, 6] . This infers that the decrease in throughput with the number of nodes in the network, denoted as n. This conclusion may be regarded as unacceptable when n is large. Since the limitation is zero. To overcome this problem, these literatures infer that communicate with only nearby nodes or over grouping networks may improve the capacity of multi-hop fashion wireless networks.
A. Multi-hop Transmission Restrict the Capacity
Some strategies are introduced to WMN to improve the multi-hop fashion capacity. With a two-hop relaying strategy [12] or with cables support [13] , the capacity can achieve a constant bit rate. With infrastructure support [14] [15] means less hops in the source-destination pairs, and implies the architecture should reduce the complexity of communication protocols in mesh clients significantly. In addition to the collision domain with the wireless channels [5] , the multi-hop relay chain has at least two limitations: Say the number of relay hops is H; every node has infinite payload and utmost transmission capacity W.
Firstly, despite of the hidden and exposed terminals problems, the last hop near the destination node is the bottleneck determining the capacity, as in fig 2. With the fairness scheme, it is obviously that per-node capacity is W/H. In fig3, since each hop relay the same payload, there is only one efficient payload from the source to the destination, thus per-node capacity also is W/H. Either absolute fairness scheme or monopolization mode, the utmost per-node throughput capacity is the very W/H. Secondly, Due to the shared channels, the hidden and exposed terminals problems are inevitable in multi-hop fashion communication, as in fig 4. Using multiple channels/radios, as in fig 5, or higher transmission speed per node can decreases the delay, and alleviates the scalability problem, but these approaches do not truly enhance the resource utilization.
B. Mobility Is Dilemma
As mentioned above, the conclusions [2, 5, 6 ] overlooked the possibility mobility of mesh nodes. In [12, 16] , it proved that the mobility of nodes, either random or bounded, could improve the capacity of multi-hop wireless networks by deducing the hops between the source-destination chains. But Mobility is obviously a dilemma problem. Because in [17] , it proved that too much mobility limited the capacity of multi-hop wireless networks.
C. Scalable is hard
Although it has proved that the existence of a scale-free model allowing short path point-to-point connections base on the percolation theory, scalable access protocol seems hard for self-forming multi-hop fashion wireless networks. Most existing WMNs are still not scalable, because throughput and QoS are not guaranteed with increasing duplication and collision. The capacity conclusions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] also imply this problem. QoS problem, such as less delay and jitter, is still an open issue for multi-hop fashion wireless networks [1] .
III. SYSTEM MODEL Say there are N nodes in the WMN that cover area A; Each node X i has N ch (i) independent sub-channels with transmission capacity i,j and transmission radius r i , thus the transmission capacity of the nodes is . We model the capacity of WMN based on the traffic, connectivity and access models as below:
A. Traffic Model
Multi-hop wireless network traffics can be classified in two styles: unicast traffic [2] and multicast traffic [5] [6] . Note that the capacity of broadcast traffics and the backhaul traffics are equivalent in [5, 6] , since the collision domain of backhaul traffics is explicit expression where collisions obviously happen to all the chains to the same gateway, while the collision domain of backhaul traffics is implicit expression where all broadcast chains are transferring the same payload. It is obviously that any transmission traffics over the WMN must be relayed hop-by-hop, as in fig 6, even if the relay has possible mobility as in [12, 16] . Each node just relays or sends a packet; the efficiency is determined by the relay hops. As mentioned in section II, each node in the relay chain(s) just carry W/H payload. Note that for unicast traffics, H is just the hops in the source-termination pair; for multicast traffic H may be the hops among the source-termination pairs.
B. The connectivity Model
The model is similar to the connectivity model in [18] . The spatial positions of mesh nodes are modeled as a Poisson distribution [19] . Say each node get the positions information of its neighbors by some detect mechanism. Thus each node transmits its traffic directly to the neighbor closest to the termination. The probability for a node have k forward node is given as:
Where n f denotes as the average of nodes that near the termination node in a transmission cell, as in fig1. For Omni-antenna, n f is usually half of the number of nodes in a transmission cell as in [20] . For smart antenna technology n f could be modeled as a weight value of the average number of nodes in a transmission cell, denote as n cell . Denote E(.) as the mathematical expectation. In any case:
For more detail, we introduce the density of nodes, . For simplify the analysis, we normalize as n cell /N, where N is the number of nodes in the WMN. Thus rewrite (2a) as below:
Therefore the probability for a node to be isolated, where have no nodes to use as relays to reach the termination, is given as:
Define dappr as distance between the source and the neighbor whose position is closest to the termination as in [20] . The connectivity probability of a node X i , which placed at a distance di from the termination, such as the basestation, can be then defined as:
Obviously dappr<=r , but to simplify the analysis we will take dappr=r.
C. The Access model
Considered the nature of wireless channels are fading and shared, the access of mesh nodes should be random and competitive. Define the probability p u as a user starts to send at a given time step, the probability a user not sending is (1-p u ) . Thus, the probability P f that the channel is free is when all the other n users in the transmission range are not sending:
The collision probability P co is the probability that at least one another user start to send simultaneously except the source. It is obviously that p u is correspond with the payload of the mesh users. Therefore P f is correspond with the payload of the mesh users.
Based on the Markov chain model for IEEE802.11 DCF , it could model as below [20] : (5), we get the mathematical expectation of P f as below:
Thus: 
D. The capacity model
Say the traffic over the j-th sub-channel has h i,j hops. Derived from the throughput definition in [2] , the average capacity of each node can be defined as:
Case there is only one channel in WMN, (8a) can be:
For broadcast traffic all the nodes transfer the same packet, (8a) and(9a) can be written as8(b) and(9b):
In any case, the capacity of a WMN is cumulative of C X(i) :
IV. CAPACITY AND SCALABILITY
A. The upper bound on capacity for unicast traffics
Derived from "arbitrary networks" in [2] , the upper bound on capacity for the unicast traffics on WMN happens to when each node has the maximum probability successfully communicates with the nearby neighbor in one hop. In this case, h i,j is constant 1, use (8a), obtain:
In this case the utmost communication pair is N/2, thus:
Use (7), obtain:
Use (2b), obtain:
B. The upper bound on capacity for broadcast traffics
Derived from [6] , the upper bound on capacity for broadcast traffic on WMN happens to when the hops to the access points (APs) is the minimum. Say Mesh routers are the APs, where the meshing of mesh routers are wired or have external wireless channel that have enough transmission capacity.
• Case only one mesh router fig 7, the nodes covering the k=0 circle just needs one hop to the AP; the nodes covering the k=1 ring needs at least two hops. Thus the nodes covering the k ring, k<=M, need at least k+1 hops. It is obviously that the number of nodes in the k ring is: For simplify the expression, use (9b), (10) and (13), obtain:
Use (7) and (2b)
• Case multi mesh routers
In this case, derived from [6] , the nodes uniformly distribute around the mesh routers, the mesh routers uniformly distribute in the area of the WMN. Say the number of mesh routers is N A.. The number of nodes covering the k ring of a mesh router cell is:
The definition of M R is similar to M in (3). Thus the capacity WMN is the sum of the mesh-router-cells:
It can get the function with use (7) and (2b).
C. The upper bound on capacity of backhual traffics
Derived from [5] , the upper bound on capacity for backhaul traffic on WMN also happens to when the average hops to the APs is the minimum. Thus
• Case single mesh router in the WMN Use (9a),(10) and (13), obtain:
• Case multi mesh routers Use (9a), (10) and (15) similarly obtain:
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We simulate the capacity on basis of p u =0.1 or 0.5, c 1 =0.5, assume =1, single AP or N A. =4. The simulation results show that the capacity models in this paper show more detail corresponding to the capacity, such as the nodes density and the user sending probability ( that are equivalents to the payloads), in addition to the number of nodes. The capacity has different sensitive parameters for different traffics. For the unicast traffics, as in fig 8, It is obviously that the capacity decreases rapidly with both p u that means more payload and access collisions. And the capacity has less sensitivity on , the density of nodes in the WMN, than N. Since the upper bound happens to when each node just communicate with the one-hop neighbors. Figure 8 . the upper bound oncapacity of unicasting traffics Figure 9 . the upper bound on capacity of broadcast traffics Figure 10 . the upper bound on capacity of backhual traffics For broadcast traffics and backhaul traffics, as in fig 9 and  fig 10, it shows that more mesh router gives more flexibility, especially as the density is higher. Since the relay hops decreases. When p u increase from 0.1 to 0.5 the capacity decrease rapidly.
It is interesting that there are some symmetry features among fig 9 and fig 10 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper proposes an analytical framework to estimate the scalability and the capacity of the WMNs with the node density and the payload. For all traffics, we give three types of capacity models. Comparison with the simulation results, the models show more interesting detail on the capacity for different traffics. The models are the very accurate and reliable in predicting connectivity and cumulative throughput. And it is obviously that the model is open that could be easily extended to different medium access schemes or routing algorithms. Future work on the topic will be aimed at extending the model to support bi-directional traffic flows, node movement, inter-cell interference, heterogeneity of wireless technologies, and the wireless mesh routers meshing.
